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1: Raiders of the Lost Ark Level 4: The Well of Souls - LEGO Indiana Jones Walkthrough
Ultimate Sticker Book: Indiana Jones: Golden Treasure (Ultimate Sticker Books) [DK Publishing] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Since his debut in 's Raiders of the Lost Ark, fans
have followed the adventures of learned scholar and hunky professor Indiana Jones.

Snake Pit Click any of the screenshots below to enlarge. At the start of the level you control Indy and Sallah.
Have either one of them pick up the blue book near the urns on the left. Avoid the snake pit running around
the edges of the room. Falling in results in instant death. Then switch to Sallah and jump across. Pick up the
blue book that Indy dropped. Use the whip to extend a ledge above the pit. Push the left statue forward. Out
pops a small pile of LEGO bits. Use these to build a campfire on the ledge. Push the right statue forward to
reveal a burning torch. Pick it up and use it to light the fire. The ledge collapses into the pit, but the fire
continues to burn, keeping the snakes away. As long as Sallah is still holding the torch, it will keep the snakes
away. Climb back onto the ledge near the exit and have one character stand on each of the 2 buttons to open
the door. Push the left statue and use the bits to build a fire. Push the right statue to get a torch. Light the fire
to make it safe for Indy to cross. Step on both buttons to open the exit. Room with Spear Traps [ jump to top ]
Click any of the screenshots below to enlarge. If either character steps on the long button, spears spring out of
the walls and floor ahead. There are several snakes in this area that respawn as you explore. Trigger the spears
so Sallah can smash them. Switch to a small-sized character and squeeze through the crawlspace on the left to
emerge on the other side of the snake pit. Switch to a character with explosives and blow up the silver LEGO
dinosaurs. This will let you get at the tan LEGO object between them. But first, toggle back to the small guy,
grab the sword on the left and return through the crawlspace to the other side of the pit. Throw the sword at the
chain holding up the drawbridge to drop the bridge in place. Then carry the tan block across the bridge and
drop it on the orange button on the right side of the room. This opens the large door nearby. Artifact piece 2 is
inside. Just cut the rope holding the bridge, cross over the pit, switch to a character with explosives and blow
up the dinosaurs. Then carry the tan block to the button. Go through the crawlspace to reach the other side of
the snake pit. Blow up the silver dinosaurs. Get the sword and return through the crawlspace. Throw the sword
to break the chain and drop the bridge. Carry the block across the bridge. Drop it on the orange button to open
the door. Now smash the stack of small jars on the left side of the alcove to open a secret passageway behind
them. Go through into the chamber beyond. Push the tan block along the checkerboard floor, first to the left,
then downscreen, then to the left again. Push the green side of the spinner to raise a series of columns with
refractive lenses on top. Get it and return to the main area. Smash the jars and go through the passageway.
Push the tan block to the left. Turn the spinner to open the golden globe. Continue through this room, past
another spear trap, to the door with the hieroglyph puzzle. Watch out for more snakes here. Have the character
holding the blue book solve the puzzle to open the door. Smash the urn to get another blue book. Solve the
puzzle and open the door. Room with Staircase and Sphinx [ jump to top ] Click any of the screenshots below
to enlarge. The door on the left already has a golden key in its locking mechanism. Turn the key to open the
door. Then punch through the LEGO brick wall to expose an alcove. Smash through the smaller bricked-up
section inside to reveal artifact piece 4. Turn the key open the doors. Smash through the outer wall. When you
start up toward it, the stairs turn into a slide, dumping Indy, Sallah and the key at the bottom, along with a
swarm of beetles. Crush the bugs and take the key. The stairs become a slide when you try to climb them.
Slide down then grab the key. Pick up the orange handle on the right and attach it to the green LEGO pad
sticking out of the fat column nearby. Use the key in the mechanism next to the column to open the gate. Then
smash the wall behind it to get into the alcove beyond. Squash a few more beetles. Place it on the Anubis
statue at the bottom of the slide on the rightâ€”the only one missing its head. This changes the slide back into
stairs. Attach the handle to the column. Use the second key to open the door. Use the bits behind the wall to
build a jackal head. Place it on top of the statue base. The slide changes back into stairs. Now rotate the fat
columns so Indy will be able to jump across the tops of them: Go to the column with the handle you just
replaced and turn it so the ledge on top points to the left. Then move to the column on the near left and turn it
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so the ledge points toward the alcove where you found the artifact. Have Indy jump to grab the dangling rope,
climb up and jump onto the column. Then jump from the protruding ledge on this column to the ledge on the
next column i. Switch to Sallah and have him rotate the column on which Indy is standing so the protruding
ledge points to the right. Switch back to Indy and whip swing across to the column on the other side of the
stairs. Switch to Sallah and have him push the handle to rotate the column to the right. Then let go of the
handle. Switch back to Indy and jump across to the final column. When Indy lands on the square button, the
column sinks down to the floor. Rotate the back right column clockwise. Rotate the front left column
counterclockwise. Climb the rope and jump across the first two columns. Switch to Sallah and rotate the
second column. Switch to Indy and swing to the next column. Switch to Sallah and rotate the third column.
Switch back to Indy and make the final jump. Now you can take the block with the diamond Pick up the block
with the sparkling diamond on top and carry it up the stairs. At the top, there are 2 rising platforms. Step onto
the platform on the left. When both diamonds are in place, the exit opens. Another small swarm of beetles
emerges. Take care of them and go through.
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The Golden Treasure Sticker Book was a sticker book released on May 1, Publisher's summary Edit. Since his debut in
's Raiders of the Lost Ark, fans have followed the adventures of learned scholar and hunky professor Indiana Jones.

The Nazis have teams searching for religious artifacts , including the Ark, which is rumored to make an army
that carries the Ark before it invincible. The Nazis steal the Ark and capture Indiana and Marion. Indiana and
Marion, who survived by closing their eyes, manage to get the Ark to the United States, where it is stored in a
secret government warehouse. The trio crash-land in India, where they come across a village whose children
have been kidnapped. They are teamed up with Dr. It transpires that Donovan and Elsa are in league with the
Nazis, who captured Henry Jones in order to get Indiana to help them find the Grail. Both Donovan and Elsa
fall to the temptation of the Grail, while Indiana and Henry realize that their relationship with each other is
more important than finding the relic. Indiana is having a quiet life teaching before being thrust into a new
adventure. Indiana is faced with betrayal by one of his best friends, Mac Ray Winstone , is introduced to a
greaser named Mutt Williams Shia LaBeouf , who turns out to be his son his real name revealed to be Henry
Jones III , and is reunited with, and eventually marries, Marion Ravenwood, who was introduced in the first
movie. His friend and colleague Steven Spielberg was also there, on vacation from work on Close Encounters
of the Third Kind. Spielberg told Lucas he was interested in making a James Bond film , but Lucas told him of
an idea "better than James Bond", outlining the plot of Raiders of the Lost Ark. Lucas made the film a prequel
as he did not want the Nazis to be the villains again. He had ideas regarding the Monkey King and a haunted
castle, but eventually created the Sankara Stones. Spielberg had previously rejected this as too ethereal, but
then devised a father-son story and decided that "The Grail that everybody seeks could be a metaphor for a son
seeking reconciliation with a father and a father seeking reconciliation with a son. Ford played Indiana in one
episode, narrating his adventures in Chicago. The film could reflect a science fiction s B-movie , with aliens as
the plot device. Lucas devised a story, which Jeb Stuart turned into a script from October to May After
learning that Joseph Stalin was interested in psychic warfare, Lucas decided to have Russians as the villains
and the aliens to have psychic powers. Three months later, Independence Day was released, and Spielberg told
Lucas he would not make another alien invasion film or at least not until War of the Worlds in Lucas decided
to focus on the Star Wars prequels instead. Spielberg also found returning to the series a respite from his many
dark films during this period. Night Shyamalan was hired to write for an intended shoot, [14] but he was
overwhelmed by the task, and claimed it was difficult to get Ford, Spielberg, and Lucas to focus. David Koepp
continued on from there, giving his script the subtitle Destroyer of Worlds, [11] based on the Robert
Oppenheimer quote. It was changed to Kingdom of the Crystal Skull, as Spielberg found this a more inviting
title which actually named the plot device. I would love to do another Indiana Jones movie. George Lucas is
working on an idea now. Shia can get his own hat. I earned that hat. Lucas also said that age need not be a
factor, as Ford was "65 and did everything in this movie. Harrison Ford is Indiana Jones. I think it would be
interesting to deepen the relationship between he and his son and play on that relationship The series is full of
opportunity. Reports speculated in June that the next installment would start filming in with a plot involving
the Bermuda Triangle , [35] although these rumors were later described as "completely false" by Frank
Marshall on his Twitter page. There is no writer on Indy. Movies Ford will likely reprise his role in the fifth
Indiana Jones film. George Lucas was initially not going to be involved with the film.
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Young Indiana Jones and the Plantation Treasure [Young Indiana Jones, Book 1] [ Indiana Jones Treasure of the
Indiana Jones Golden treasure sticker book.

The specific location is not given in the film, other than a subtitle that reads "South America, ". Fictional
history[ edit ] Based on the film and Indiana Jones comic books, the idol was erroneously attributed to the
Chachapoyan tribe in Peru , South America, although the specimen from which it was modeled is carved of
Geenstone, attributed to the Aztec culture, and is currently on exhibit at Dumbarton oaks Collections in
Washington, DC. Jones had heard of the idol when a score of golden purportedly Chachapoyan figurines
began to appear on the antiquities market. Jones and Marcus Brody , curator of the National Museum, believed
that hitherto undiscovered Chachapoyan temples had been located and were being plundered. Recent
microscopic analysis of the incisions and drill holes has determined that they were most probably made by
modern tools. The golden idol was placed upon an ancient Chachapoyan altar. It was the exact weight to hold
an ancient self-destruct mechanism in place. His attempt fails when he incorrectly estimates the weight of the
idol. After escaping the many traps set by the Chachapoyans including a giant boulder, he finds rival
archaeologist Rene Belloq waiting outside with a group of Hovitos, the local natives. Surrounded and
outnumbered, Jones is forced to give up the artifact to Belloq. Jones escapes from Belloq and the Hovitos after
a jungle pursuit, flying away on a waiting seaplane. As related in the Indiana Jones comics, years later, Indy
regains the idol from a black market antiquities dealer located in Marrakesh , Morocco. However, also on the
trail for the idol is Xomec, a descendant of the Chachapoyans, and Ilsa Toht, sister of Gestapo agent Arnold
Toht. The two want to use the idol to unite Amazonian tribes and disrupt wartime rubber production in South
America, as well as lure Jones to his death. The artifact is presumed to depict the Aztec goddess Tlazolteotl.
Based on quotations from Spanish colonists many of them fabricated , and on his interpretations of
archaeological digs since refuted , he argued that descendants of Vikings had once ruled Peru. In reality the
Chachapoya did not build the elaborate trap systems portrayed in the film. However, they were accomplished
builders of fortified cities as sites like Kuelap show. These structures were characteristically built on high
slopes, unlike the temple hidden in heavily jungled lowlands in the film. In popular culture[ edit ] The "Golden
Idol" appears in the fictional in-film movie Sand Pirates of the Sahara from the feature film The Majestic It
was also shown briefly in S01E07 of Star Trek: It appears briefly in the treasure room in the film Spy Kids 2:
The Island of Lost Dreams. It appears as part of the collection of Dryden Vos in the movie Solo: A Star Wars
Story. The idol can also be found on display in a museum in the third level of the video game Blood II:
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Fenn ended up surviving the cancer, however, and in finally hid his treasure somewhere in the Rocky
Mountains. Although the clues keep adding up Fenn has written two books leading would-be seekers to the
hiding place , and the treasure is supposedly worth millions, to this day it has yet to be found. Treasure hunters
have gone to great lengths to discover the treasure. The Oak Island money pit Off the shores of Nova Scotia is
Oak Island , a place where unimaginable riches or absolutely nothing can supposedly be found at the bottom
of a money pit that has eluded treasure seekers for centuries. Originally, the money pit was found in by a
teenager named Daniel McGinnis who claimed he saw mysterious lights coming from the island, and upon
investigating, found a small circular hole that seemed worth digging into. As this was the golden age of piracy,
McGinnis and his friends thought there might be recently buried treasure in the pit. The boys made many trips
to the site, and in their digging found pickaxe markings and wooden platforms that served as signs that this
was in fact a manmade hole where treasure might be found. In the end, however, they found nothing of value,
but as the legend grew, more and more people decided to try their luck. Exciting signs of treasure kept being
unearthed, such as the presence of coconut shells, which are not native to the region. Finally, at a depth of 90
feet, a mysterious stone was discovered with symbols that to this day have not been definitively decoded. This
finding set off the insane pursuits of wealth at the pit for centuries to come. Various treasure hunting
companies have tried their luck, sinking millions of dollars and losing six human lives. Unfortunately, as the
deeper holes were dug, the pit continued to fill up with water, requiring more and more powerful machines to
drain it. And as company after company dug different holes to avoid the water, only to encounter financial
troubles, the spot of the supposed original money pit has become lost. Traces of gold have been found and
other treasures have allegedly been discovered as well, though the finders have supposedly kept them hidden.
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt even pursued the treasure, working at the site in his lates. To this day,
people are searching for treasure at the money pit, and this year, The History Channel began airing a reality
show about the treasure-seekers of Oak Island. The Treasure of Lima The Spanish accumulated a great deal of
wealth after defeating the Incan empire in the 16th century. Much of that wealth was stored in Lima up until ,
when a revolt forced the Spanish to try and save their treasure by moving it out of the city. British Captain
William Thompson and his ship, the Mary Dear, were put in charge of taking the treasure out of the city and
sailing around the area until the revolt died down. Stricken with temptation, however, Thompson and his crew
killed the Spanish guards and allegedly buried the entire haul. They directed the Spanish to Cocos Island, near
present day Costa Rica, but when they reached the shore the two spared pirates ran into the jungle, never to be
seen again. So many questions remain: Did Thompson and his first mate end up digging up the treasure and
carrying on with their lives once the Spanish gave up looking for them? Is Cocos Island even where they
buried the treasure, or just a place they knew they could hide? What was the makeup of this treasure haul? The
last question can be at least partially answered. The Nazi gold in Lake Toplitz, Austria. In the last few months
of World War II, Nazis sunk containers and various other objects into Lake Toplitz for still not entirely known
reasons. A few of these containers have been recovered, with millions of dollars worth of fake currency of
Allied nations inside. Unfortunately, Lake Toplitz has dangerous sunken logs that lie near the supposed
location of the treasure, making visibility scarce and increasing the threat of drowning while trapped under one
of these logs. Divers who have made it down claim to have seen a sunken plane, but what keeps interest so
high in the lake is that many believe the Nazis sunk millions worth of gold, diamonds and other treasures,
possibly even including art wonders such as the now-legendary Amber Room panels from the 18th century.
Over the years, a few especially crazy treasure hunters have emerged, busting up concrete and burning down a
chapel in the pursuit of the golden owl. Apparently, someone had in fact come close, as Valentin saw
disturbed ground near the true sight, but as of now, that appears to be the closest anyone has come. Lake
Guatavita and the original legend of "El Dorado" Thousands of years ago, long before the Spanish
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conquistadors arrived in modern day Colombia to discover this legend for themselves, the leader of the
Muisca tribe was said to cover himself in gold dust, float into Lake Guatavita , and toss gold and other
treasures into the waters to honor the gods. While this legend may be ancient, it appears to be the real deal.
Since then, multiple draining attempts have taken place with one attempt killing hundreds of workmen , the
most recent attempt taking place in In this try, a company succeeded in draining the entire lake, but the mud
at the bottom hardened over, supposedly trapping the treasure under an impenetrable crust. As of , a report
stated that "A lonely ranger with a shotgun [was] the only guardian of the mystery of El Dorado. Now go and
find that hidden treasure! All images Getty unless otherwise noted.
5: www.enganchecubano.com - Indiana Jones Collectibles
Watch your child discover golden treasures using stickers and amazing scenes from the Indiana Jones movies. Over 60
golden stickers, amazing maps and scenes straight from the movies mean kids can discover Indiana Jones' incredible
golden treasures.

6: Raiders of the Lost Ark: Originally Published As Rai () by Campbell Black
Ultimate Sticker Book: Indiana Jones: Heroes and Villains (Ultimate Sticker Books) May 5, by DK Publishing. Indiana
Jones Golden Treasure Sticker Book.

7: The Adventures of Young Indiana Jones: Treasure of the Peacock's Eye (TV Movie ) - IMDb
Indiana Jones bibliography Golden Treasure Sticker Book Dorling Kindersley (DK) is an international publishing
company specializing in reference books for adults.

8: Indiana Jones (franchise) - Wikipedia
Dorling Kindersley (DK) is an international publishing company specializing in reference books for adults and children.
â†’ This article is a stub. You can help us by adding to it.

9: Golden Idol - Wikipedia
Watch your child discover golden treasures using stickers and amazing scenes from the "Indiana Jones" movies. Over
60 golden stickers, amazing maps and scenes straight from the movies mean kids can discover Indiana Jones'
incredible golden treasures.
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